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Abstract

Autonomous Optical Navigation
For Lunar Missions

by

Brian Crouse

Four measurement options for Orion autonomous optical lunar navigation are analyzed using linear covariance analysis methods. The measurements include a feature
tracking camera measurement, star landmark elevation measurement, star horizon
elevation measurement, and star occultation measurement. Based on trade studies
performed, the star landmark measurement is superior to the star horizon measurement closer to the lunar surface, while the horizon sensor has better performance
above an altitude of several thousand kilometers. The feature tracking camera performs comparably to the star landmark measurement. The star occultation camera
is the worst performer throughout all trajectories due to the inability to include measurements continuously. However, its ability to take occultation measurements on
the sunlit or eclipsed side of the Moon makes it a valuable aid to the crater-based
measurements, which can only be taken over a sunlit surface.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Project Constellation

In January 2004, less than a year after the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster, President Bush announced a new Vision for Space Exploration, charging the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to develop a new manned space vehicle to replace the aging Space Shuttle fleet [27]. The Crew Exploration Vehicle
(CEV), as it was called, is scheduled to conduct its first manned mission by 2014.
Initial operating capability is to include ferrying astronauts and scientists to the International Space Station. A further goal is for the CEV to bring astronauts back to
the Moon by 2020. It is not to be a series of touch and go missions, but the beginning
of permanent outposts, which will become the staging point for missions further into
the solar system. The vision is ambitious, and so is the response from NASA.
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Crew Exploration

Figure 1.1: Proposed Constellation Architecture [16]
The Exploration Systems Mission Directorate (ESMD) formed and laid out requirements for how NASA could best meet the President's Vision. They funded
studies and asked for proposals from industry. In April, 2005, new administrator
Michael Griffin refocused the efforts and chartered the Exploration Systems Architecture Study (ESAS) [37]. The requirements and designs that ESAS developed set
the ground work for what became known as Project Constellation. The CEV has been
renamed Orion, and it is the centerpiece of the project. Other major components of
Constellation include the Ares Crew Launch Vehicle (CLV), the cargo launch vehicle (CaLV), the Earth departure stage (EDS) and the Altair Lunar Surface Access
Module (LSAM). See Figure 1.1 for a graphic depicting the various components of
Constellation. Together, all the systems will enable astronauts to eventually return
to the Moon.

3

1.1.1

Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle

ESAS came to agreement on a capsule style design very similar in looks and functionality to Apollo spacecraft. NASA awarded Lockheed Martin with the contract to
design and build Orion. It looks nearly identical to the Apollo capsule (see Figure
1.2), but it has room for up to six astronauts on missions to the ISS or four astronauts on lunar missions. The crew will spend almost all of its time in the Orion crew

Figure 1.2: Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle [37]

capsule. This thesis concerns itself solely with the Orion spacecraft.
There are several flight regimes in which Orion operates, including initial ascent
from Earth, low Earth orbit (LEO) operations, what is refered to as cislunar flighttraveling between the Earth and the Moon, lunar orbit operations, lunar descent, and
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Earth entry. Of these regimes, only the lunar orbit operations are addressed in this
thesis.

1.1.2

Lunar Exploration

One of the original trades that Apollo engineers had to make was to determine staging
and rendezvous procedures along the lunar voyage. Some ideas included launching a
single spacecraft stack directly to the lunar surface, with just the crew capsule returning directly to Earth from the lunar surface without ever making a rendezvous. Others
included various rendezvous either in Earth or lunar orbit [15]. The final Apollo mission architecture included launching the entire stack into lunar orbit. There, however,
the lunar lander detached from the command and service module (CSM), landed on
the surface, and performed rendezvous in lunar orbit before returning to Earth.
This mission architecture is attractive to engineers because of the weight savings
in only landing part of the spacecraft stack on the surface. The same advantage
holds true today, and Constellation engineers decided to use almost the same mission
architecture. The only difference is the addition of an Earth orbit rendezvous, required
because the launchers are not as powerful as the Saturn V and because Orion and
Altair will be carrying more total mass to the lunar surface.
With regards to Orion operations in lunar orbit, the same challenges exist today
as did back in the 1960s. The phases that will be encountered include lunar orbit
insertion (LOI), loiter in low lunar orbit (LLO) while Altair descends to the surface,
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and trans Earth injection (TEI). LOI involves transfering the high speed hyperbolic
approach orbit into a circular orbit, which is useful for descent and rendezvous scenarios. Orion will also spend time unmanned in LLO loiter while the astronauts
conduct operations on the lunar surface. In Apollo, one of the astronauts remained
in the CSM in LLO loiter while the other astronauts descended. Finally, TEI involves
accelerating Orion out of the lunar sphere of influence to return the astronauts to the
Earth. During all these mission phases, knowing the spacecraft's location is of utmost importance. The process of determining and maintaining as good as possible
knowledge of the spacecraft position and velocity is known as navigation.

1.2

Space Navigation

Unlike a ship navigating on the surface of the ocean or even an aircraft flying above the
surface, the space navigation problem is a true three dimensional problem. There exist
three degrees of freedom each to describe the position and orientation of a spacecraft,
and this is known as a six degree of freedom (6DOF) problem. Furthermore, each
degree of freedom has a rate associated with it. Thus, the "state" of a spacecraft is
fully described by position, velocity, attitude, and attitude rate. A ship on the ocean
is only fully manuverable in three degrees of freedom. There is little vertical motion
apart from the bobbing of the sea. Also, things have gone terribly wrong if there is
mention of a ship rolling or pitching beyond a small angle the ship has capsized or is
sinking. Even an aircraft is limited in some of the degrees of freedom. They are not
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designed to fly when yawed ninety degrees, for example. A spacecraft can fly in any
direction, with any orientation, with scenarios that have actual meaning.

1.2.1

Predecessors t o Space Navigation

When voyagers first set out on the world's oceans, they quickly realized the need
to determine latitude and longitude.

One of the first scientific instruments used

for navigation was perhaps the astrolabe, which was used to determine the angle
the North Star makes above the horizon in order to determine latitude [2]. Later,
voyagers made use of the Earth's relatively stable magnetic field by using a magnetic
compass to observe the direction of travel. The final piece of the two dimensional
navigation problem is an accurate clock to keep the time, which allows measurement
of longitude.
For aircraft, compasses are still used in similar fashion as aboard ocean going
vessels. Compasses only work during level flight, which is not always possible or
practical. An important upgrade includes the use of gyroscopes. Taking advantage
of the law of conservation of angular momentum, the internal components maintain
a constant angular velocity, allowing the gyroscope to indicate whenever there is a
change of direction on the platform to which it is mounted. Direction and attitude
indicators make use of gyroscopic elements to indicate changes in direction, while
the pilot uses the compass to correct precession error during level flight. For crewed
aircraft, dedicated navigators also use the stars to navigate, known as celestial navi-
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gation. Additionally, radio communication introduces several new aids for navigation,
such as beacons which allowed pilots or navigators to determine their own position
through triangulation and other methods, or air traffic control systems which use
radar and radios to alert pilots to their location.

1.2.2

Apollo Navigation

One luxury that both ocean going vessels and aircraft have over spacecraft is their
relatively slow speeds and familiarity to pilots' senses. For example, it is obvious to
the sea captain when he approaches land if he is in the correct location. If he is not,
he may stop his vessel and recalculate his course. A pilot cannot stop his aircraft,
and his ability to loiter is limited by fuel constraints, but he too can adjust course
and respond to visual cues if needed. When traveling to the Moon, an astronaut can
be traveling up to seven miles per second [2]. The distances and speeds are such that
an astronaut cannot make an adjustment through visual cues-it is too late by then.
Also, any misstep and the astronauts have no hope of recovery.
Since navigation accuracy was so important during Apollo, it used as many variations of the legacy navigation methods as possible. Rather than let the astronauts
sketch their estimated position and velocity on cumbersome charts, an onboard computer maintained the navigation information much more accurately than a human
could. Measurements were input directly into the computer, which compared them
to estimated measurements to improve the state information (see section on Kalman
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Filtering). The primary navigation method involved receiving telemetry from Mission
Control. During most of the voyage to the Moon, the Apollo spacecraft was tracked
via the many groundstations distributed across the Earth. Information on range,
direction, and range rate were used to calculate spacecraft state information. Faster
and more accurate calculations could be done on the ground, and this setup allowed
for the greatest possible accuracy. The ground state was frequently uploaded to the
onboard computer before maneuvers because it was trusted more than the onboard
state. There were times when the spacecraft could not be tracked, such as when it
was on the far side of the Moon. Also, in the event of a loss of communication with
the ground, onboard navigation had to be available to the astronauts as a backup
system. The compass was useless-there were no uniform magnetic fields between the
Earth and the Moon. The astrolabe evolved into the space sextant (See Figure 1.3).
Astronauts used the space sextant in the same way mariners did. The obvious difference is that astronauts had a greater view of the Earth or Moon and could select
either the horizon or a surface landmark as the reference point to which the star
elevation angle was measured. The sextant was such that the astronaut aligned his
sights- one on a reference, one on a star to superimpose one image over the other, and
pressed a mark button to input the measured angle directly into the onboard computer. This thesis is focused on celestial navigation measurements such as these, so
they will be addressed in detail at a later time (Section 3.2). With no usable compass,
the gyroscope became the primary method of directional navigation. A three-axis in-
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Figure 1.3: Battin's Space Sextant [2]
ertial measurement unit (IMU) automatically detected unwanted changes in direction
caused by the environment. Finally, for the later Apollo missions, the capability for a
Very High Frequency (VHF) range measurement between the CSM and the LM was
added for rendezvous operations.
In practice, the navigation system on Apollo surpassed the expectations of the
designers. On Apollo 8, astronaut Jim Lovell input a series of sextant measurements
into the onboard computer during the cislunar phase. When preparations were being
made for the TLI sequence, the onboard and ground states were so close that a
Mission Control engineer suggested using the onboard state, though this went against
the flight plan, "The astronauts could have done it on their own without any ground
assistance whatsoever!" [3]. For additional discussion on guidance and navigation of
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the Apollo spacecraft, see [5, 15, 17, 24].

1.2.3

Space Shuttle Navigation

The Space Shuttle program benefits from the fact that it overlapped with the Apollo
program and that it is able to utilize navigation instruments only available in close
proximity to the Earth. All the navigation methods validated by Apollo are reused
on the Space Shuttle, with the exception of the sextant. The navigation state is
updated through an uplink with the ground. Three redundant IMUs provide three
measurements of vehicle attitude and can also measure sensed accumulated velocity
from a translation maneuver. The relative range measurement for rendezvous has
been upgraded to a Ku band radar capable of measuring range, range rate, and shaft
and trunnion angles, which yield line-of-sight angles between vehicles.
Upgrades from Apollo include the addition of startrackers, which measure the
background starfield to align the IMU to the inertial reference frame. Startrackers
also provide the capability to track the line-of-sight to the target vehicle during a
rendezvous. A Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS) provides a backup method of
manually aligning the IMUs in the case that the error is too great for the startrackers
to align them.

The COAS can also track lines-of-sight to target vehicles.

Since

the Space Shuttle lands like an aircraft, it makes use of Tactical Air Navigation
(TACAN) beacons, which provide range and bearing data, during entry through
landing. The Microwave Scanning Beam Landing System (MSBLS) located near the
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primary runway provide a range, azimuth, and elevation measurement to the Space
Shuttle. Global Position System (GPS) satellites are also used by the Shuttle for
navigation. TACAN, MSBLS, and GPS are unique to Earth in that they cannot
be provided near other planetary bodies such as the Moon because the infrastructure
does not exist. For a more in depth discussion on the Space Shuttle navigation system,
see reference [17].

1.2.4

Orion Navigation

If the onboard and ground navigation systems worked so well on Apollo, why change
them for the next generation lunar exploration mission? The answer to that question is not straightforward and has multiple parts. For one thing, many advances
in technology have been made since the 1960s as a result of work done on the Shuttle and International Space Station (ISS). Put simply, NASA managers want these
upgrades integrated into Orion as well [23]. Also, Orion is essentially a replacement
not only to Apollo, but also to the Space Shuttle. Thus, it has many different mission types requiring a more robust navigation system than either Apollo or Shuttle.
Furthermore, during lunar loiter, Orion will need to navigate without any astronauts
onboard. The ground tracking network available for Apollo has been much reduced,
and this has led to the requirement for autonomous navigation. The Global Positioning System (GPS) will be used for operations in LEO, below the GPS constellation.
Unfortunately, GPS is not available for lunar missions, where ground tracking will
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remain the primary source of navigation. Also, celestial measurements will no longer
be measured manually by sextant. Instead, a vision processing unit (VPU) capable
of deriving the same information from captured images will be part of the onboard
computer. Optical navigation is another way of increasing the autonomy of Orion.

1.2.4.1

Onboard Sensors

As of August 2008, the Orion onboard navigation system consists of the following
array of sensors [23]. Three gyro-based IMUs will provide directional stability and
acceleration information. Two GPS receivers will receive navigation signals from the
GPS constellation during LEO and in trans-lunar and trans-Earth operations. Two
star trackers will capture images of the star field and compare them to stored images
to determine spacecraft attitude. Star tracker operation is automatic, but its imaging
capability can also be used to make optical measurements. The communications array
includes an S-band transponder which will receive range, direction, and range-rate
information from ground updates. Also, the transponder is capable of ranging a target
spacecraft within communications range during rendezvous operations. Two laserbased Vision Navigation Sensors (VNS) will provide range, direction, and attitude
data during rendezvous and docking. A docking camera installed along the centerline
axis of Orion (X-axis in Figure 1.2) will assist astronauts during docking, and can
also be used to capture optical navigation still images for the VPU.
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Figure 1.4: Orion Navigation Sensor Locations [23]
1.2.4.2

Optical Navigation

As with the Apollo mission, there is a risk that ground communication can be lost during the transit to and from the Moon. In that scenario, it will be up to the astronauts
to navigate autonomously back to Earth. This thesis will investigate different strategies for using the onboard absolute sensors (star trackers, docking camera, IMUs) to
arrive at an optimal selection of celestial measurements. Namely, some of the different options for celestial measurements include planet apparent angular radius, star
elevation angle, and star occultation [2]. Studies have also been done investigating
the feasibility of surface feature tracking in LLO [28]. Each of these measurements
are automatically processed by Orion's onboard navigation filter as a differential correction to the estimated position state. The process by which estimated states are
optimally propagated and updated is known as Kalman Filtering (Section 1.3). In
order to compare the performance of different sensors with changing parameters in a
timely manner, the method of linear covariance analysis, which is based on Kalman
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Filtering, is used as a substitute to Monte Carlo analysis (Chapter 2). For further
information on Orion guidance, navigation, and control, see references [7, 23].

1.3

Kalman Filtering

Kalman filtering is a form of recursive optimal state estimation. It is often used in
aerospace applications, and there are many derivations available [6, 13, 39, 40, 41].
It can be derived as either a maximum likelihood estimator or a minimum variance
Bayes' estimation. The filter processes noisy measurements and estimates the state
at the current time, based on both past and current data. It is called a filter because
it "filters" out noise from the measurements. A filter is different than a smoother,
which estimates the state at a past time using all available data, or a predictor, which
estimates the state in the future.
For a discrete Kalman filter, the state equations are modeled as,

Xfc+1 = $fcXfc+Wfc

(1.1)

and measurements are modeled as,

zfc = HfcXfc + vfc,

where
Xfc is the state vector,
&k is the state transition matrix relating x*, to x^+i,

(1.2)
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Wfc is the system process noise,

Zfc is the measurement vector,
Hfc is the measurement mapping matrix,
and Vfc is the measurement noise.

The process noise and measurement noise vectors are uncorrelated to each other,
unbiased, and white with respective covariances, Q& and R^. The first property of
the Kalman filter is that it is unbiased, which means the expected value of the state
equals the state estimate
E [x0] = x 0 .

(1.3)

The "hat" notation denotes an estimated quantity. The state estimate is propagated
using the state transition matrix,

Xfc+1 = $ fc x+,

(1.4)

where the "+" notation indicates a state that has been updated with measurement
information from the current time, and the "-" notation indicates a state that has
not yet been updated. The estimation error is defined as

e+ = x f c - x +

(1.5)
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and propagated

e

fc+i

— x

=

fc+i

x

fc+i

($fcXfc + Wfc) -

$fcX+

(1.6)

= * f e e £ + w fc .
The propagation equation for the error covariance can be calculated as,

P* + i = E e fc+i e /c+l
= E ($ fe e+ + wfc) ($ fc e+ + Wfc)^
$fcP+^+Qfc,

(1.7)

assuming the initial estimation error is uncorrelated to any other source. In order
to improve the state estimate by using the measurement, the a priori estimate is
blended with the noisy measurement,

x

fc = xfc + Kfc (zfc " Hfcxfc ) >

(1.8)

whose estimation error covariance is

Pfc — (I — KfcHfc) Pk (I — KfcHfc)

+ KfcRfcKfc,

(1.9)

where Kfc is a gain, which shall be determined in an optimal fashion. The Kalman
gain is the desired gain, which is found by minimizing the trace of the error covariance
matrix, P fc . Calculating the gain in this way satisfies the second property of a Kalman
filter-minimum variance. The trace of Pfc yields the sum of the mean square values
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of the state estimation error, which minimizes Pfc in the "two-norm" sense [6]. The
necessary condition for a minimum is

" P f f * " = 0.

(1.10)

Solving for K&, the equation for calculating the Kalman gain becomes
Kfc = PkHTk {Hkp-kKTk + R * ) " 1 •

(1.11)

This result allows for a simplified version of the covariance update equation,

P+ = (I-K f c H f c )P f c ",

(1.12)

which is only valid for the optimal gain case. In summary, the Kalman Filter is
a two step process, which can be described as a propagation step and an update
step. See Table 1.1. The preceeding presentation of the Kalman filter is based on a
Propagation Step

x fc+1 = $ fc x+
P fc - +1 = * f e P j t ^ + Q fe

Update Step

K

^

P

^

^

P

^

+ R^

1

x£ = :J£+K f c (zfc-H f c Xfc)
P + = (I - KfcHfc) Pfe~
Table 1.1: Summary of Discrete Kalman Filter Equations

system of linear equations. Other applications, including the linearized Kalman filter
(LKF) work with nonlinear equations of motion and measurements. Since the state
transition matrix and measurement dynamics matrix cannot be solved for explicitly,
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the equations are instead linearized about the current state estimate. The transition
and dynamics matricies become first order Jacobians and serve the same purpose.
The method works well when the filter works on state deviations which are very
small (i.e. in the linear range). For application of the Kalman filter to Apollo and
Shuttle programs, see reference [17]. The Kalman Filter is the basis for the linear
covariance equations developed in Chapter 2.

1.4

Thesis Approach and Outline

Designers for Orion lunar missions are interested in knowing the optimal strategy
for using autonomous optical navigation sensors. This thesis uses linear covariance
analysis methods for modeling lunar trajectories and sensor configurations in order to
study the effects of different sensor error sources. Based on these results, trade studies
are done in order to find the relative performance of each sensor during particular
trajectory scenarios.
Chapter 2 introduces the linear covariance analysis method and develops the mathematical equations which govern it. Chapter 3 describes the implementation of linear
covariance analysis to the problem of a spacecraft in lunar orbit. Environment and
sensor models are developed here. Chapter 4 describes a particular trajectory which
forms the basis of much of the trade study analysis. Chapter 5 introduces and describes the results of the sensor trade studies and sensor sensitivity analyses. Chapter
6 introduces and performs preliminary analysis of a final sensor, the star occultation
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sensor. Finally, Chapter 7 gives conclusions and recommendations for a sensor utilization strategy.

Chapter 2
Linear Covariance Analysis
As stated before, the purpose of this thesis is to analyze the performance of several
different navigation sensors on Orion. In a computer simulation, sensor parameters
must be updated or changed frequently to provide a robust base for comparison.
Linear covariance analysis is an excellent choice for preliminary analysis in this area
because it allows for quick simulations while using very complex models.

2.1
2.1.1

Overview of t h e Method
The Monte Carlo Method

The Monte Carlo method to capture the statistics of random variables is a general
numerical technique that can be applied to many engineering disciplines. Engineers
frequently develop mathematical models for their real world systems, whether they are
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a bridge, off-shore platform, or, in this

spacecraft. Since the world is so complex

and unpredictable, no finite-dimensional model can completely describe a real world
system, and this is especially true in space. Therefore, there is an unmodeled element
which can be represented using stochastic processes. Monte Carlo methods solve
problems by random sampling and the simulation of random variables [33].
In the most basic form, a single Monte Carlo "run" consists of one trial solution,
where at least one variable in the mathematical model is a random variable. Trials
are repeated N times, with different realizations for the random variables in each
trial. The results of each trial are saved, and statistical analysis is then conducted
on the results. For very complex systems, even a single trial can be computationally
intensive, typically involving solutions to nonlinear equations. The accuracy of a
Monte Carlo simulation is based on the number of trials. The error of calculations is
proportional to yjD/N,

where D is a constant, and N is the number of trials. For

example, in order to decrease the error by one decimal point, the number of trials
must be increased by a factor of 100 [33]. Today's cutting edge systems require great
accuracies, so Monte Carlo runs for very complex systems can take hours to days to
run even on the highest speed computers. For more information on general Monte
Carlo techniques, see references [33, 36].
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2.1.2

T h e Navigation P r o b l e m

The Orion guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) system is one such complex
system, and it can be modeled and simulated using the Monte Carlo method. Figure
2.1 shows a diagram of what the system looks like.
reference. Jf
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Figure 2.1: Block Diagram for Orion Navigation Simulation [14]

In general, a space system simulation will be initialized with a position, velocity,
attitude orientation, and attitude rate modeled as random variables. The model will
simulate the spacecraft traveling along a trajectory until a predetermined time or
location has been reached. Although studied extensively, the orbital environment in
space is not perfectly known. Therefore, a single trial for this model would involve
initializing many realizations of the random values, and propagating the spacecraft
along its trajectory. After A^ simulations, statistical analysis can be performed on the
resulting states to determine mean values and variances, for example,
1

H

N

(2.1)
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^^rrf>5xT'

(2-2)

where £x are the trajectory dispersions, /i is mean, and P is variance.
Linear covariance (LinCov) techniques provide the same statistical information as
a Monte Carlo simulation by running a single trial. It saves time by not requiring
the thousands of trials that traditional Monte Carlo analysis does. The non-linear
dynamic equations which describe the Orion Monte Carlo model are linearized about
a reference trajectory. Instead of propagating the actual states, and then calculating
covariance after N trials, the covariance is initialized and directly propagated by the
linearized dynamics equations. Thus, the same statistical information is obtained at
the end of a single trial run, in a fraction of the time and computations of a traditional
Monte Carlo simulation.
As with any linearized model, linear covariance techniques are only accurate when
the system performs near the linear range. If deviations become too large, linear equations no longer accurately describe the dynamics. Thus, linear covariance techniques
cannot fully replace Monte Carlo analysis. The Orion GNC system is a system that
can be modeled in an appropriate way to make this type of linear analysis useful.
As mentioned before, an LKF is used to produce an estimate of the system states.
Since the LKF propagates and updates state deviations at small time increments,
equations are evaluated in the near linear range, and it is a useful tool for linear
covariance analysis. For further discussion on general linear covariance analysis, see
[2] and [13]. For other examples of Monte Carlo techniques applied to aerospace
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applications, see references [34, 35].

2.1.3

State Descriptions

The Orion simulation model used for LinCov contains three seperate collections of
state variables: the actual spacecraft dynamics, the dynamics calculated by the simulated onboard computer, and a reference state (also known as the nominal state).
The nominal state is usually calculated beforehand by mission planners. See Figure 2.2 for an illustration. Each line represents a trajectory, which is described by
Entry Interface

Truth Stat

Nominal Stat

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the States

the corresponding time dependent state. The truth model and state are the best
representation of the actual space environment. During the actual mission, the true
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state is unknowable, but it is known in a simulation. The true state is also called
the environment state. There is also a filter model and state, which represent the
dynamical model the onboard flight computer uses. The filter state represents the
best estimate of the true state, and can also be called the estimated or navigated
state. This is the state created and propagated by the Kalman filter. Finally, the
nominal state is where the spacecraft is supposed to be or where the spacecraft would
be with perfect knowledge and control of the environment. Also called the reference
state, it represents the precomputed trajectory that ensures mission success.
A specific example helps clarify the differences between the states. In Figure
2.2, the three states are approaching the Earth on entry trajectories. The nominal
state at entry interface (EI) will land the crew safely on the ground. If the actual
location of Orion (truth state) is too far from nominal, it will either bounce off the
atmosphere, or reenter too fast and burn up. The truth state is said to be "dispersed"
from nominal. Thus, the trajectory must be changed (a maneuver must be made) to
correct the dispersion.
The filter state is an estimate of the true state, and represents the information
the crew actually knows. Navigation measurements are made in order to reduce the
navigation error between the true and filter states. If the navigation error is very large,
the estimate of the true state is not very well known. This scenario could result in
mission failure. Therefore, navigation measurements are extremely important because
they allow Orion to have a very good estimate of the true state, which in turn allows
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for accurate maneuvers to be made in order to correct the trajectory if it is dispersed
from nominal. The final part of the LinCov states is the navigated dispersions, which
represent the difference between the filter and nominal states. Navigated dispersions,
like true dispersions, are corrected by maneuvers as well.
The following table sums up the three states:
State Type

Description

Variable

Truth State

Where the spacecraft

X

Environment State

actually is.

Filter State

Where the onboard

Navigated State

computer thinks

Estimated State

the spacecraft is.

Nominal State

Where the spacecraft

Reference State

should be.

X

X

Table 2.1: State Names and Descriptions

2.2
2.2.1

Mathematics of Linear Covariance Analysis
State Dynamics and Propagation Equations

In linear covariance analysis, which will be referred to as LinCov from now on, each
collection of state variables contains vehicle state variables and error state variables.
Error state variables include additional biases, misalignments, or Markov processes
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introduced by environment or sensor models. The reference state is the ideal state, so
the error state variables are nominally zero. The nonzero components of the nominal
state are
x = [r

v

q*

6

u>] .

(2.3)

The components of the state are inertial position, inertial velocity, body to inertial
attitude and attitude rate. Attitude is propagated as a four component quaternion in
order to avoid singularities which occur in three component attitude representations.
The nominal state trajectory can be calculated a priori with models of the highest
complexity and stored for reference, or it can be calculated incrementally at each time
step. LinCov uses the second method, and the nominal state evolves as

x = f(x,i)

(2.4)

The truth dynamics model is similar to the nominal state dynamics model with
a process noise added to the equation to represent dynamical effects unmodeled in
Equation 2.4, resulting in
x = f(x,*)+w(i),

(2.5)

where w(£) is a white noise random process with zero mean and spectral density given
by Q. Thus,

E[w(i)] = 0,
E[w(t)w(r)T]=Q(t)^(t-r),

(2.6)
(2.7)
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where 5 represents the Dirac delta function. Environment dispersions are defined as
the difference between the nominal and truth states:

}x — x — x

(2.8)

The state dispersions themselves are not actually calculated in LinCov. Rather, since
LinCov is an error analysis methodology, the covariance of the dispersions are carried
in the simulation,
P = E [5x8xT] .

(2.9)

As with the Kalman filter, the first step is to determine how to propagate the nonlinear equations of motion. The development of LinCov uses continuous differential
equations as opposed to difference equations. Thus, the equation is expanded using
Taylor series about the nominal point, and truncated after first order, as follows:
<5x = x — x
= f ( x , t ) + w ( i ) - f (x,t)

f(x,£) +

<9f (x, t)
<9x

(x - x) + ... + H.O.T + w(t) - f (x, t)

A5x + w(£),

(2.10)

where
A =

9i

(X t]

'
<9x

(2.11)

The state dynamics partial derivative matrix, A, is related to the state transition
matrix in Eq. 1.1 as,
* = A$;

$(* 0 ,t 0 ) = I,

(2-12)
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and can be used to propagate the environment dispersion covariance matrix:
P = AP + PAr + Q

(2.13)

via the linear variance equation. See [13] for the derivation of covariance propagation
in the continuous case.
Filter dynamics describe how the filter state will behave. The filter state uses
state replacement for angular velocity because those states are measured directly by
onboard gyroscopes. Thus, the equations for the filter dynamics differ from the truth
dynamics slightly and are
x = f(x,y,t),

(2.14)

where the "hat" notation associates the variables with the filter states. The "tilde"
notation indicates variables that are measured directly. The measurement model for
angular velocity compensated for estimated errors is

y = w = c(x,x, *)+*?(*)•

(2-15)

Note that the filter dynamics model depends both on truth states and filter states
due to the angular velocity measurement.
Navigated dispersions are the difference between the nominal and filter states:

<5x = x - x

(2.16)

P = E [Sx5xT] .

(2.17)

with zero mean and covariance
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The continuous update equation for navigated dispersions is calculated using the same
method as in Eq. 2.10 and is given as,

5x = x — x

= f(x,w,i) - f ( x , w , t )
<9c .

.

<9c . „

.

..

= f X, W, t + — X - X + — _ ( x - x ) + - ( x - * ) + „(*)
ax
ay

+

+ H.O.T.-f(x,a>,£)
= A5x + F y C x d x + FyCx&x + FyT?(t)

(2.18)

where
A =

af
ax

Fy

—

df__
~aF.'i

ay '

Cx

dc
afa'x

Cx =

9c
ax

(2.19)

All partial derivatives are evaluated at the nominal state, the first and last terms in
line three of the development cancel out, and the higher order terms are neglected.
As with environment dispersions, navigated dispersions themselves are not accounted
for in LinCov.
The environment dispersions and navigated dispersions are combined in the augmented state vector, so that they can be propagated and updated simultaneously.
This is done because the equations developed for each share many common terms.
First, the augmented state is
<5x
<5x
/)x

(2.20)

=

UJ

*-aug

<5x
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which propagates as
W
O^-aug

**-aug®^-aug

(2.21)

"T"

FyT?

where
0
A

(2.22)

—

•"•aug

FyCx

A + FyC,

The augmented covariance matrix is defined as,
P<5x<5xT

P
"aug

— EJV>'x-aug""x-aug\

~
T

P<5x,5x

(2.23)

P

which propagates as

P
*- aug

—A
Jr

*-aug*

P

AT

-I- P
aug ^

x

aug-**•aug

Q

0

-+-

(2.24)

'

0

Q

where
Q = F y E [ WTi-fvr
]F^

(2.25)

Since the navigated dispersions depend both on the truth and filter states, the covariance propagation equation contains cross covariance terms and the noise introduced
by the angular velocity measurement.
Finally, the last covariance carried in LinCov is that of the navigation error, which
is the difference between the filter and truth states:
e = x —x

(2.26)

= x —x —x + x
= 5x — <5x,

(2.27)
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with zero mean and covariance
Ponb = E [eeT] .

(2.28)

Notice that the navigation error covariance is redundant data, because it can also
be calculated directly from the environment and navigated dispersions.

However,

the navigation error covariance represents what would be calculated on the Orion
onboard computer, propagated and updated using Kalman filtering equations. Thus,
this covariance is denoted, onb, for onboard. This matrix is necessary for calculating
the Kalman gain, used to update the state estimate with measurements. The filter
dynamics matrix is used to propagate the onboard covariance,

Pmh = [A + FyCx]P 0 n6 + Ponb[A + FyC*] T + Q + Q.

(2.29)

Note that all the equations presented in this section reflect a continuous filtering
approach, rather than a discrete filtering approach as presented in Section 1.3. Since
LinCov is implemented on a computer system, the simulation must be inherently discretized. Numerical integration, using a 4th order fixed step Runga Kutta algorithm
(RK4), is used for this particular implementation.

2.2.2

Measurements and Update Equations

Dispersions and navigation errors grow as time passes as a result of imperfect system
models. In general, dispersions are reduced by the incorporation of maneuvers and
navigation errors are reduced by the incorporation of measurements. This section will
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address updating covariances due to measurements. True measurements are defined
as a function of the true state
z = h(x) + i/(t),

(2.30)

with process noise, u, white, zero mean, and having variance, R:
E[i/(t)]=0
E [u(t)u{r)T]

= KS(t - r ) .

(2.31)
(2.32)

Nominal measurements are defined by the same function in equation (2.30) but lack
the measurement noise
z = h(x).

(2.33)

The estimated measurements used in the filter are given as follows
z = h(x).

(2.34)

True states are not updated by measurements, because taking a measurement does
not change where the spacecraft actually is. The same is true for the nominal states.
The purpose of measurements is to update the filter states and covariances. If the
true measurement is very different from the estimated measurement in the filter, the
filter state should be updated appropriately. The state update is given by
x + = x " + K (z - z ) .

(2.35)

Equation 2.30 is expanded in Taylor series about the nominal state, and the higher
order terms are truncated, resulting in a first order, linearized equation relating mea-
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surements to the state.
5z = z — z
= h(x,£) + u - h ( x , t )

= h(x, t) +

0h(x, t)
<9x

(x - x) + ... + H.O.T. + u - h(x, t)
(2.36)

H6x + 1 / ,
where
H

<9h(x, t)
<9x

(2.37)

The same linearization process is applied to the estimated measurement, resulting in
the filter measurement Jacobian,
H =

dh(x, t)
<9x

(2.38)

Since both partials are evaluated at the nominal state and subtracted from one another in equation 2.35, the resulting state update equation for the navigated dispersions is
Sx+ = J x " + K(5z - 5z)

= ssr + K(H5x + v - ussr)
= (I - KH)<5x~ + K H J x + Kis.

(2.39)

Note that there are two different measurement mapping matrices in this equation,
and that the navigated dispersions update equation is dependent on both environment and navigated dispersions. The update equations are also combined using the
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augmented state and covariance. The environment dispersions do not update due to
measurements, thus,
8x+ = 5x

(2.40)

The navigated dispersion covariance is found by
+^+J
P + = E[<5x+<5x

(2.41)

The update equations for the augmented state and covariance are,

I

0

0

UJ

"Xa«s

^aug

KH

(2.42)

v,

'

(I-KH)

K

and
T

p+

I

=

aug

0

I

o

KH

(I-KH)

aug

KH (I - K H )

-

0

0
R

+
K

K
(2.43)

The onboard navigation error update equation is found by manipulating Eq. 2.35
such that
x + = x~ + K(z - z) + (x - x) + K(z - z)

e + = e " - K ( H £ x + v - H5x)
e + = (I - K H ) e " - K*/,

(2.44)

assuming that
H5x - H5x = He.

(2.45)
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The covariance of the onboard navigation error is calculated as follows,
P0+n, = E [ e + e + r ]
= (I - K H ) P m b ( I - KH) + K R K r .

(2.46)
(2.47)

Finally, the Kalman gain is
K = p - H ( H P " H r + R)-1,

(2.48)

which is identical to the discrete case, Eq. 1.11.
For other studies using LinCov models similar to the one presented in this chapter,
see [10, 11, 14, 28, 38, 45, 47].

2.3

Error Analysis

An advantage of having both dispersions and navigation errors is the ability to create
an error budget by performing error sensitivity analysis. All state covariances are
updated using the Kalman gain calculated based only on the estimated state covariance. Therefore, changing the initial parameters of the truth model does not affect
the navigation errors being tracked in the onboard covariance matrix. However, a
"true navigation error" covariance can be calculated using just the augmented covariances. True navigation error exactly matches the onboard navigation error when the
initial conditions are equal, but parameters can be changed or zeroed out to determine individualistic effects. What this allows is for each error source to be turned on
one at a time in the truth model to see the individual contributions of error.
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True navigation error is calculated from the augmented covariance matrix as

P<5e5e T = P + P — P,5x<5xT

—

P^xix^,

(2.49)

where each component comes from Equation 2.23. A full error budget is created when
error sources are turned on one at a time and the simulation is run. In order to check
whether the analysis was done correctly, a root sum square (RSS) of the individual
sources can be calculated by the equation
arss = ^al + ol + ... + a2n,

(2.50)

and should match the result when all error sources are set to the nominal initial value.

Chapter 3
Implementation of Linear
Covariance Analysis
This chapter develops the dynamic equations of motion which govern the Orion spacecraft. First, the environment models governing a spacecraft in orbit around the Moon
are described. Then, the sensor models used to update the spacecraft states with
measurements are developed. These nonlinear equations are not restricted for use in
LinCov but are also used in other applications, such as Monte Carlo simulations.
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3.1
3.1.1

Environment Dynamics Models
Position and Velocity

LinCov uses a simple two-body gravitational potential model to describe the motion of
Orion around the Moon. The only perturbations considered in the dynamics model
are asymmetric mass concentrations up to 4th order. Third body effects like the
gravitational pull of the Earth need not be considered because the Moon's gravity
will be dominant in the region considered. There is no lunar atmosphere, so drag
effects can also be neglected. The gravitational potential model used to calculate
acceleration is developed in [18] and [41]. The Vallado model will be presented here.
First, the model for gravitational potential is

U(r,<f>,\) = ^jrJ2

( v )

^,m[sin(^)]{a, m cos(mA) + S' i , m sin(mA)}.

(3.1)

Gravitational potential, U, is a scalar function of position, r, latitude, </>, and longitude, A, specified in spherical coordinates with constant planetary radius, Rp, and
gravitational constant, /x. The function, Pi<m(x), is the function for Legendre polynomials, and C(?m and S^m are coefficients that can be determined using measured
data. The equation can be simplified if only zonal harmonics are considered. The
mass concentration of the planet is estimated to be symmetrical about the polar axis.
Therefore, the potential is independent of longitude, m = 0 and the "J" notation is
introduced. That is,
-Q,o = Ji-

(3.2)
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Eq. 3.1 reduces to
U(r, <j>) = ±r
r

i-f; •» (£)'«[*
^

1=2

(3.3)

/

The scalar potential form is often used to describe a gravity field because it is independent of any coordinate systems. Thus, it is a convenient starting point for many
different types of analysis. LinCov requires an inertial acceleration function of the
vehicle state to propagate the velocity, which can be found by taking the gradient of
the potential function

„TT,

dU fdr\T

±.

dU fd(j)Y

(3.4)

Select terms are expanded as

E i - f > (^Y (* + i)flM

dr

\

7=9
1=2

dr
dr

'

rJ
r

and
dr

1
r cos(cp)

sin(^)
0 0 1

T

where
= arcsin

eir

(3.5)

The Legendre polynomials are given in Table 3.1.
The equations for propagating the spacecraft position and velocity can be summarized,
(3.6)
" ^ r + d-pert + T^lvlhV
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1

Po,o
Plfi

sin(0)

P2,0

|{3sin2(0)-l}

-^3,0

|{5sin3(0) - 3 s i n ( » }

^4,0

§ { 3 5 s i n 4 ( » - 3 O s m 2 ( 0 ) + 3}

Table 3.1: Legendre Polynomials for Pj)0[sin
where a.pert includes the terms for the J2 through J 4 effects. The 77 term accounts for
unmodeled accelerations. The lunar gravity field is significantly more irregular than
Earth's, but adding additional terms to the model would unnecessarily complicate
calculations. Instead, a first order Gauss-Markov process is used to model neglected
accelerations, as described in [40]. The unmodeled acceleration is included in the
state as a three component vector, and the propagation equation is

77 = — 7 7 + u,

(3.7)

T

where u is white, Gaussian, noise. The unmodeled acceleration is initialized in the
local vertical local horizontal (LVLH) coordinate system, which necessitates the transformation matrix in Eq. 3.6. For more information on the Lunar gravity field, see
references [4].
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3.1.2

Attitude and Attitude Rate

The nominal state in LinCov uses a quaternion [20, 44, 46] for the propagation of
attitude, while dispersions and navigation errors use the attitude vector, which is
propagated using the Bortz equation [29, 32]. Consider first, the three degrees of
freedom of a spacecraft, represented in Euler angles by roll (rotation about x), pitch
(rotation about y), and yaw (rotation about z). Any sequence of three Euler angles
can also be described by a single rotation, ip, about a unit vector, k. These are
the fundamental (eigen) quantities from which the attitude quaternion and attitude
vector can be calculated. The quaternion is given as,
cos ( f )
(3i

q
ksin(f)

Quaternions are a useful four component representation of attitude because they
offer fewer stored values and calculations than rotation matrices, and they also avoid
the singularities that can occur when using a three component representation. The
propagation equation for a quaternion is

0

0

-UJI

—u>2

—w3

UJI

0

cu3

—u2

q0
<?i

(3.9)

q=^q.
ijj

ui2

— W3

LU3

cu2

0
—cui

UJI

0

q2
q3

where <g) is the symbol for quaternion multiplication, which is shown expanded on the
right side of Eq. 3.9 [20].
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The attitude vector is found by multiplying the eigenangle and the eigenvector,

<p = (pk.

(3.10)

Propagation is given by the Bortz equation,

^ = w+ -^xw +
2

-z

ip

'

in
c i n l in 1
<psin(p)

I

2(1 -cos(<p))_

4>X((JJXUJ).

(3.11)

The propagation equation for attitude rate is,

w = J ^ T ^ - J

x

u; x ( J w ) ,

(3.12)

where J is the spacecraft inertia matrix and Tgrav represents external gravitational
torques.

3.2
3.2.1

Measurement Models
Gyroscope

The onboard gyroscope sensor maintains the attitude orientation by measuring three
axis angular acceleration with three orthogonal strapdown (common inertial platform)
gyros. The gyroscope sensor behaves differently from the other sensors in that it does
not "update" state information per se. Rather, since the gyroscope sensor returns a
measurement of angular velocity, the measurement actually replaces the state in the
filter dynamics. This technique is known as model replacement, and saves calculations
due to the fact that the angular velocity state is not estimated onboard. Today's gyros
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are highly accurate, so the measurement is trusted. The model used in LinCov comes
from reference [14] and is given as follows:

d> = T(e)[I + D ( b s / + C a/ )]w + hgyro + Cgyro-

(3.13)

The "tilde" notation indicates that the quantity is the measured value. Measured
angular velocity is dependent on the true angular velocity, as well as five errors:
e, the misalignment or non-orthogonality error, bsf and £sj, the scale factor bias
and Markov process, and bgyro and C,gyroi the gyro bias and Markov process. The
D notation denotes a diagonal matrix of its contents. There is no noise directly
associated with the gyro model, however, the Markov processes each have their own
noise.

3.2.2

Star Tracker

The startracker updates the attitude information by capturing an image of the local
starfield and comparing it to inertial stat locations. The star camera returns a sensor
to inertial quaternion [14]. The model is given as

qi = q 5 ( e ) ® q j ,

(3.14)

where q^(e) represents the sensor to body misalignment error. However, since the
attitude representation in LinCov uses the attitude vector, the model must be changed
to process attitude vectors rather than quaternions. Once such method of doing this
involves using attitude vector composition, </> = <f)l o cf)2, which using, Equations 3.8
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and 3.10 can be written:
, sin(W2)

, sin(c2i/2)

U x^

. .

^

, sin((/j2/2)

)

,

..

,

(3 , 5)

The attitude angle will run into singularity issues when the angle reaches multiples
of 2-7T [29]. To avoid this, LinCov stores the attitude as a four component quaternion
in the nominal state, but transforms it to an attitude vector to match the size of
the measurement in the covariance update, where attitude uses the three component
representation. Special note should be made of the measurement partial derivative
with respect to spacecraft attitude for the star tracker based on Eq. 3.14,
H

_ f r # _
Oft 0qj(O)
Oft
0qj(O) d<Fh

Aft
aq;(l:3)
0qj(l : 3)
00*
'

l

'

}

where q*(0) is the scalar portion of the quaternion, and q*(l : 3) is the vector portion.

3.2.3

Feature Tracking Camera

The feature tracking camera updates the onboard covariance matrix by processing
the measured feature azimuth and elevation. The camera is nominally aligned with
the nadir direction. There are several errors associated with this measurement. First,
it is assumed that there is a slight misalignment between the camera and the body
frame. This will be represented by a transformation matrix, Tfj(0). The next error
is a camera bias in both azimuth and elevation, ba and b$. The third error is a vector
bias in feature position, b ^ . The final error is the measurement noise, v.
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The measurement model developed by Mike Osenar is given in [28] and rewritten
below. The measurement model is

h(x) =

arctan ( ^ ) + ba + v

a

(3.17)
arcsin (Z) + b$ + v

where
X

T|Tf[T;(r F + b F ) - r ]
Y

(3.18)

P

Z
X, Y, and Z represent the components of the vector defined in equation(3.18). T^ is a
transformation from inertial to body. In other words, it gives the attitude orientation.
T* is another transformation from the Moon centered Moon fixed (MCMF) frame to
the inertial frame. The initial feature position, rF, is a constant in the MCMF frame.
The vector, r, is the spacecraft position, and p is the magnitude of the numerator
in equation (3.18). All other states not present being zero, the measurement partial
derivative matrix is
da
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H

(3.19)

where
da
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da
d(p
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1
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1
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sin(a)
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The values for the biases and measurement noise used in the simulation are summarized in Table (3.2).
Error Type

l a Value

Units

Misalignment

0.1

deg

Bias in a, j3

0.1

deg

Feature Bias

20

m

Measurement Noise

0.0002

rad

Table 3.2: Feature Tracking Camera Errors

3.2.4

Star L a n d m a r k Sensor

The star landmark sensor is so named because it measures the angle, A, between the
landmark of interest, and a star (see Figure 3.1). The theory for the development of
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Star

Spacecraft

Figure 3.1: Illustration of Star Landmark Elevation Angle Measurement
this sensor comes from [2]. The advantage of using this sensor instead of the feature
tracking camera is that the seperation angle is a scalar quantity. Therefore, this sensor's measurement is independent of attitude and body misalignment. Unfortunately,
it is unlikely that a camera with a field of view large enough to capture both a star and
a landmark would be installed on Orion, since the camera nominally points at nadir.
In LLO, the camera would need a field of view greater than 143 degrees. Therefore,
the landmark would be viewed in the optical camera, and the stars would be viewed
by a startracker that is installed on Orion in a direction normal to the optical camera.
This configuration introduces a misalignment between the two cameras, which must
be taken into account. However, the measurement is still independent of attitude.
There are five errors associated with the star landmark sensor. The first is the
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misalignment between cameras, T(7). The second and third are biases in azimuth,
elevation, and feature position, as before. The fourth is an overall star camera bias,
bsc. The fifth is the sensor measurement noise, r\sc. Note that there is no correction
for aberration effects in the model. Since orbital trajectory speeds are much slower
than that of cislunar trajectories, abberation corrections do not affect the accuracy
of the sensor and can be ignored. The model is described by the equation
/i(x) = A = arccos (iTsT{^)iVL)

+ bsc + rjs

(3.20)

where
cos(a + ba) cos(8 + b$)
sin(a + ba) cos(8 + b§)

lVL

(3.21)

sm(S + bs)
a = arctan

Y
^X

5 = arcsin(Z)
X
T^(rF + bF) - r

Y

The measurement partial matrix is given by the equation
H =

dA
dr

dA

d*y

dA
dba

dA
dbs

dA
9bF

dA
dbac

with each component listed below
dA
dr

1
p sin(A)

r

T(7) -

cos(A)%L]

(3.22)
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1
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sin(A)
- sin(a + ba) cos(5 + bs)

dA
dbn

sm(A)

s

y u

cos(a + ba) cos(<5 + bg)
0
— cos(a + ba) sin(5 + bs)

dA
db~5

•is^j^w

— sin(a + ba) sm(S + fej)
cos(5 + bs)

&4
<9bF

p sin(y4)

[ C T ( 7 ) - cos(A)z£L] T p ,

and
1,
where
cos(^) = zf T ( 7 ) V L

(3.23)

and [?yi x ] is the notation for a skew symmetric matrix of the included vector. In
order to calculate the partial with respect to the misalignment vector, the following
small angle first order approximation for a transformation matrix is made:

T( 7 ) = I + [ 7 x ]

(3.24)

This result is obtained from [32] with the sign changed due to the fact that LinCov
uses a left handed quaternion and rotation convention. The values for the errors are
given in Table (3.3).
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Error Type

la Value

Units

Camera Misalignment

0.1

deg

Bias in a, (3

0.1

deg

Feature Bias

20

m

Camera Bias

5

arcsec

Measurement Noise

3.35

arcsec

Table 3.3: Star Landmark Sensor Errors

3.2.5

Star Horizon Sensor

The model for the star-horizon measurement is based on [47]. The apparent direction
of the star, including stellar aberration is given by is. The apparent direction of the
horizon is given by the equation,

i^ = Unit(i, + ^ ) ,

(3.25)

where the notation Unit(v) means the unit vector with the same direction of vector
v. The vector, vpv, is the velocity of the vehicle with respect to the planet from which
the elevation measurement is taken (Earth or Moon), c is the speed of light, and is is
the direction of the star already accounted for the relative velocity between the sun
and the star. The vector, r, is the position of the spacecraft, and r/j is the position
of the substellar point on the horizon. The vector

ih = Unit(r fc - r)

(3.26)
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is t h e unit vector denning t h e direction of t h e horizon with respect to the vehicle.
T h e perfect star-elevation m e a s u r e m e n t is given by t h e equation,

l

h

(3.27)

L

sJ

T h r e e error sources are modeled, each having b o t h bias and noise. T h e first source
of error is t h e precision of t h e star camera. T h e noise is rjsc and t h e bias is bsc. T h e
second source of error is t h e identification of t h e substellar point along the planet's
horizon, with bias bss a n d noise rjss.

Finally, there is t h e error in determining the

altitude of t h e horizon, whose bias is bh and noise is rj^. T h e measurement model is
obtained using t h e cosine law a n d is given by t h e equation

yse + arcsin

Vs

h + Vh
Rp\
, (
-ftp
+ arcsin
— I + I arcsin —
1
Tpv /

\

pv

Tpv

Rr
Rp
h + rjh
— 2 I y*e + arcsin —^ ) ( arcsin —^ + arcsin
^pv /
\
r,pv
' pv

cos(bss + rjs

+
(3.28)

+ Vsc,

where Rp is t h e planet's d i a m e t e r a n d rpv is t h e distance between t h e planet and t h e
vehicle. T h e nominal m e a s u r e m e n t is given by t h e equation

Vse = <

Vse +

a r C S m

Rp\
(
. Rp
zr^ I + I arcsin 3-^ + arcsm 3—
Vpv J

2 [y*e + arcsin

\

w
' pv /

Tpv

arcsin
\

+

' pv

\- arcsin —
' pv

cos bss > + bs

(3.29)

' pv

T h e measurement m a p p i n g m a t r i x and t h e noise shaping m a t r i x are defined as

H„

dyse
<9x

-L.tp —

x=x,T7

=0

dys

(3.30)
lx=x,77
'

I St
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where
1st

Vse

=

Vss

(3.31)

Vh

and
R, e = L se Er/ sese'lse
77fTTTe L se'

(3.32)

The partials are given in Appendix A and a more detailed derivation is presented in
Ref. [47].

Chapter 4
TEI Sequence Analysis
The featuring tracking camera model was originally developed by Michael Osenar,
and this chapter is a continuation of his work [28]. The majority of the work performed previously included the analysis of the feature tracking camera on lunar polar
orbits, which is the nominal loiter orbit for Orion due to the fact that the lunar poles
are recommended landing sites for Altair. Some analysis was also performed on an
elliptical orbit, which would occur during lunar orbit insertion (LOI). The results
were tracked to errors in classical orbital elements (COE), such as radius of periapsis.
The error in periapsis was as high as 40 km for an 11.3 hour equatorial elliptical orbit,
which is significant, considering that the altitude above the surface at apoapsis is a
mere 100 km [28].
Additional results for the preliminary design review (PDR) portion of Orion GNC
were requested by NASA engineers. For the loss of communication scenario, position
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and velocity error covariances were desired during the TEI (trans earth injection) sequence to see whether or not return to Earth targeting could be accurately performed.
In order to perform analysis of this type, maneuvers needed to be implemented into
LinCov. Once developed, the TEI trajectory became the baseline trajectory of some
of the trade studies done in Chapter 5.

4.1

Maneuvers

The TEI sequence requires three maneuvers. First, an altitude raising burn is performed to place Orion in an elliptical orbit. Near apoapsis, another burn performs a
plane change. Finally, once the spacecraft returns to periapsis at approximately 100
km again, the Earth injection burn is performed. It is essential that navigation errors
and dispersions are as small as possible at this point. The smaller the dispersions,
the less propellant (AV) is used on the return leg.
Maneuvers are modeled as impulsive changes in velocity. Each maneuver is calculated based on the filter states,
5 x + A y = 6x~AV + D<5x~AV + e,

(4.1)

where the e is a maneuver execution error, the D is the partial derivative of the
maneuver with respect to the true states,
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and the notation —AV and + A V indicate the state before or after maneuver. Filter
states are updated in similar fashion. That is,
5x +AV

5Z-*V + B6Z-*VA y + a

(4.2)

Therefore, the augmented state after maneuver is,

x

I

+AV _

0

D

-Ay

(4.3)

I+ D

a

This augmented maneuver partial derivative update matrix is also used in updating
the state covariances after maneuver:

p+AF

_

I
0

D

-Ay

I+ D

I
0

D

Q£

o

0

Qo

I+ D

(4.4)

Only the covariances are operated upon in LinCov. The nominal state is updated as,
+Ay
nom

4.2

=

-Ay

+Ay

nom i

nom

=

-Ay
nom

+

A y

'

'

(4.5)

Test Cases

The test parameters (Table 4.1) were specified as Conceptual Flight Profile 1 (CFP-1)
[43]: Prior to TEI, Orion is in a circular 100 km orbit, taking navigation measurements and performing small correction maneuvers to reduce trajectory dispersions.
It is extremely important to have accurate knowledge of the spacecraft's state at the
time of TEI in order to ensure safe return to Earth. In the first test case, the spacecraft will simply loiter, performing no maneuvers, while updating the onboard states
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a

e

i

n

u

V

1837.4 km

0

60°

180.7°

357.3°

0°

Table 4.1: Initial COEs for TEI Sequence: a is semi-major axis, e is eccentricity, z
is inclination, f2 is right ascension of the ascending node, UJ is argument of periapsis,
and v is true anomaly
with feature tracking measurements. For this simulation, it is assumed that features
can only be resolved on the sunlit side of the moon. Therefore, measurements are
processed for half of the orbit. See Figure 4.1. In reality, the camera would still be

x 10

x10

Figure 4.1: Polar Loiter Orbit with Lighting Constraints (Units in km)

able to view lit features when the spacecraft is directly above a dark area but near
the day-night terminator due to the swath width of the camera. However, in order to
reduce computations, no planetary ephemeris is used, and the moon is assumed to be
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dark when the K component of spacecraft velocity is positive, since the loiter orbit is
close to polar. The CFP-1 data initializes the orbit about 2 hours and 40 minutes before TEL The test case runs for 24 hours prior to TEL The initial condition, therefore,
is obtained by back-propagating the TEI state for 21 hours and 20 minutes. Table
4.2 gives the maneuver parameters. The third maneuver is not actually performed in
Maneuver

Time

TEI(l)

2.68 hrs

TEI(2)

17.8 hrs

TEI(3)

26.7 hrs

Ay
- T

439.0

-255.1

m/s

-261.4
T

29.38 100.4

m/s

-96.05
T

264.6 -206.7

23.27

m/s

Table 4.2: Maneuver Parameters
the simulation, but denotes the simulation stop time. Figure 4.2 depicts the maneuver in three space. The blue line indicates the spacecraft trajectory, and the green
lines trace the vector from the spacecraft to the surface feature for each measurement
(processed every 100 seconds). They effectively trace the orbital plane. The angle in
the trajectory on the left side of the figure pinpoints the second maneuver, the plane
change at apoapsis. Figure 4.3 depicts a top view of the orbit to show the semimajor
axis and eccentricity relative to the lunar sphere.
In the simulation, the following sensors were turned on: gyroscopes, star trackers,
generic star horizon camera, and the feature tracking camera. This had an error
model simplified from that presented in Section 3.2.5. It only had a camera noise
and bias, with the same initial values. Because the error model was less complex,
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Figure 4.2: 3D Depiction of TEI sequence

x10

Figure 4.3: TEI Sequence, Top View
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the relative performance was actually better. Substellar point and horizon error were
assumed to be nonexistent. The star horizon camera processed only one star each
measurement. Due to the long simulation time, a step size of 100 seconds was used,
with all measurements processed at each time step.

4.3

Results

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the onboard position and velocity navigation errors durring
the course of the 24 hour flight. Error is displayed as a three standard deviation
root sum square (3er RSS). It is easy to distinguish the orbital rate by looking at
Onboard 3a Total Position Navigation Error (RSS)

Time (hr)

Figure 4.4: TEI Loiter Position Nav Error RSS

these figures. In any given period, the spacecraft will travel through a sunlight eclipse.
During this time, the navigation errors increase due to the fact that no measurements
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Figure 4.5: TEI Loiter Velocity Nav Error RSS
are processed. Then, once the features are sunlit, errors will decrease as measurements
are again processed. The blue bars at the top of the plots indicate when measurements
are taken. These results are consistant with those obtained by Mike Osenar [28].
Figure 4.6 shows the position navigation error resolved in LVLH coordinates for
the entire TEI sequence, with no lighting constraints enforced. The results are very
similar to the elliptical orbit results obtained in [28] in that the error is very small
when Orion is very close to the planet. For the first 2.7 hours, the altitude is the
"periapsis" distance of only 100 km. After the first burn the spacecraft travels out
to apoapsis. As expected from the feature tracking camera model, error increases
as radial distance from the planet increases. It is not obvious in the plot where the
second burn takes place. This behavior is expected because maneuvers do not affect
the navigation errors. As Orion nears periapsis, error is again reduced to the same
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Onboard 3o Position Navigation Error in LVLH

15
Time (hr)

20

Figure 4.6: TEI Sequence Position Navigation Error In LVLH Coordinates
level as before the first maneuver. Figure 4.7 shows the velocity navigation error
behavior in LVLH coordinates. It follows a similar trend to that of position error.
Notice that the dominant component of the position error is the radial component
of error. This behavior will be investigated in greater detail in Chapter 5. Finally,
the position error is mapped to error in radius of periapsis through the duration of
the trajectory, by calculating the Jacobian matrix of the partial derivatives of the
classical orbital elements with respect to the position and velocity states.

COE

= J T P0 7 1 6 6 x 6 *

(4.6)

Radius of periapsis is calculated by the following equation,
rp = a(l - e),

(4.7)

where a is semimajor axis and e is eccentricity [1]. Thus, navigation error covariance
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Figure 4.7: TEI Sequence Velocity Navigation Error in LVLH Coordinates
for radius of periapsis can be extracted from the onboard covariance matrix using,

P,rp

—: Yrp"

±onb6x6"Yrf

(1-e)

-a 0 0 0 0

(U

where
<Prp=

Error in radius of periapsis is plotted in Figure 4.8. Error is highest at the apoapsis
of the elliptical orbit, but decreases as the spacecraft nears periapsis, itself. Thus,
targeting for the final maneuver of the sequence, which occurs at periapsis should be
done as close to periapsis as possible.
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Figure 4.8: Error in Radius of Periapsis for the TEI Sequence

Chapter 5
Trade Studies Between Sensors
This chapter describes the trade study performed between the star landmark camera
and star horizon camera, to determine the best elevation angle measurement to use
and the trade study performed between the star landmark camera and feature tracking
camera, to determine the best use of surface craters. It also develops a method of
using sensitivity analysis to choose a superior sensor when two sensors demonstrate
very similar performance, such as the star landmark and feature tracking cameras.

5.1

Test Methodology

Since the star landmark and star horizon sensors are fundamentally the same, it is
worth examining which point on the planet will result in the highest measurement
sensitivity. That is, all errors being equal, is it better to select a surface landmark
which is very close to the center of the planet, or the horizon sub-stellar point, which is
65
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the edge of the planet? Which measurement theoretically reduces position navigation
error further?
The two main trajectory scenarios explored in this paper have vastly different
parameters.

In the LLO trajectory, Orion will loiter over the lunar surface at a

constant altitude of 100 km for multiple orbits. In the TEI trajectory, Orion will
perform a burn to place itself in a highly elliptical orbit with a maximum altitude of
almost 16,000 km. Throughout the course of the TEI sequence, Orion will need to
continue taking navigation measurements. Since each sensor measurement presented
in this paper is sensitive to spacecraft altitude, it is also worth examining the error
sources to decide whether one sensor would be better than another in different altitude
regions. The altitude threshold beyond which one sensor is better than the other is
found by comparing the steady state performance of the navigation system using each
of the sensors.

5.2

Test Cases

To answer the two preceeding questions, multiple LinCov runs are set up and run.
The results are given in [9] and repeated here. Nominally, LinCov has a gyroscope
and startracker sensor, which measure spacecraft angular velocity and attitude. They
will remain enabled for all simulations because they do not affect position error. The
performance of the feature tracking optical camera has been documented extensively
in [28]. To better detect the individual differences between processing a landmark
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and the horizon, the optical camera will not be used for these simulations.
Figure 5.1 shows an example plot of a single run in LinCov. This plot shows the 3cr
Onboard 3a Total Position Navigation Error (R3S)
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Figure 5.1: Star Landmark Sensor, 500km Orbit

root sum square of position navigation error, calculated from the onboard covariance
matrix,
<Tpos = 3 VPcmftCl, 1) + Ponb(2,

2) + P o n b ( 3 , 3)

(5.1)

as a function of time. LinCov was initialized with Orion in a 500 km equatorial
circular orbit starting at the first point of Aries. Integration was performed with a
10 second step size, and the sensors were configured with the optical sensor being the
star landmark sensor processing two stars simultaneously with the same landmark.
The error starts high but quickly drops to a steady state level while the navigation
error covariance matrix continuously updates with sensor measurements.
Figure 5.2 shows an example plot of a TEI sequence run. It provides position
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Onboard 3a Position Navigation Error in LVLH
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Figure 5.2: Star Horizon Sensor, TEI Sequence
navigation error in local vertical local horizontal (LVLH) coordinates. In this case,
a maneuver at 2.7 hours raises the orbit, and the error increases steadily as the
spacecraft approaches an apoapsis of 16000 km. At 17.8 hours, another maneuver
initiates a plane change, and the sequence ends at 26.7 hours once the spacecraft
reaches a periapsis of 100 km. The star horizon sensor is the optical sensor processing
two stars, and the run used a 100 second step size.
Various parameters in the sensor configurations are changed to create an appropriate ensemble of results and plots in order to derive answers to each of the preceeding
questions. The tests and their results are summarized in the following section.
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5.3

Trade Study Results and Analysis

The first question to be addressed is the one of optimal location on the planet to use
as the landmark. The angle processed in the star landmark and star horizon sensors
is an inner product between two unit vectors. In all of the following runs, the star is
selected from a table of 165 stars based on which star is closest to 45 degrees above
the horizon. A pre-defined unit vector can be used in conjunction with the star table
to determine the best location for the landmark. Nominally, the current landmark
being processed by the feature tracking camera is used as the landmark unit vector.
For testing purposes, however, locations were selected at nadir (i.e. the center of the
planet), the horizon, 1/3 the way to the horizon, and 2/3 of the way to the horizon.
See Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Apparent View of Lunar Sphere
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Figure 5.4 shows the results of running the TEI sequence with the generic star
camera choosing each of the four locations specified in Figure 5.3. The generic star
camera sensor had only a single source of error, which is a camera measurement noise
that remained the same in each of the four test cases. As the landmark location
Onboard 3o Total Position Navitation Error (RSS)
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Figure 5.4: TEI Runs With a Generic Star Camera

moves from the center of the planet to the horizon, the maximum error decreases.
With all other errors being equal, processing a star horizon measurement is much more
accurate than processing a star nadir measurement. In fact, the greatest drop in error
occurs between the nadir direction and the direction to 1/3 horizon. In Figure 5.5,
the largest component of position error is in the radial direction. Indeed, the other
components of error are actually quite similar in each of the four landmark locations.
The reason for the difference in position uncertainty is geometric. Consider Figure
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Figure 5.5: Nadir TEI Run in LVLH Coordinates
5.6. In this diagram, all angles are measured from the center of the planet (nadir).
The angle subtended by the lines of sight to the nadir direction and the star form a
cone in space with the spacecraft on the surface of the cone. The center of the planet
is the apex of the cone whose center axis is the line of sight between the planet and the
star. The angle of the cone is twice the supplement of the measured elevation angle.
The intersection of this cone with another cone formed about a second star establishes
a line of position on which the spacecraft rests. Any additional stars will only confirm
the line of position already established by the first two stars. Therefore, when nadir
is processed as the landmark, regardless of where the star is, no information about
the radial distance from the planet is added to the filter. Now consider Figure 5.7.
In this diagram, angles are measured from the substellar point to the star instead of
the center of the planet. Therefore, stars at different locations will generate position
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Figure 5.6: Geometry of a Position Fix (Nadir)

Figure 5.7: Geometry of a Position Fix (Horizon)
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cones that have different apices. Now, intersections between two cones result in points
in space instead of lines. Using this method, position uncertainty is further reduced
than in the case of Figure 5.6 because information about spacecraft radial distance
is processed in the filter. Three stars are shown because the intersection of two
cones actually makes two points. The third star selects the correct point as measured
position. Thus, three pieces of information are required for a position fix. The further
the landmark is from the center of the planet, the more information about the radial
direction is added, so the total position error is lower.
When actual landmarks are used in the star landmark measurement, they are selected based on which one is closest to the nadir direction. They will never be exactly
in the nadir direction; thus, certain information concerning the radial component of
error will be added to the filter. Nonetheless, the star horizon sensor is the more
accurate sensor.
As discussed in the introduction to this section, the next step is to determine at
which altitude the star horizon sensor becomes more accurate than the star landmark
sensor. For this purpose, plots like Figure 5.1 are created based on circular orbits with
different altitudes. If the average value of error is taken once the plot reaches steady
state (after about 6000 seconds in Figure 5.1), one data point for position navigation
error versus altitude is created. In Figure 5.1, a 500 km orbit generates a steady
state error of 0.092 km. The altitude range of interest stretches between orbits of 100
km to 16000 km. Figure 5.8 shows the position accuracy obtained by processing the
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Figure 5.8: Star-Landmark vs. Star-Horizon Performance
two types of star elevation measurements with a 100 second step size. Circular plots
ranging from 75 km to 20000 km were used to fully populate the plot. Since dozens
of plots were created to produce these data points, they are omitted for the sake of
space. Their behavior is all very similar to Figure 5.1, with different steady state
values. The number of data points near LLO and near the crossover point is denser
to provide greater resolution. The two lines show elevation measurements from the
landmark and the horizon. At low altitudes, processing landmarks is preferable, while
at higher altitudes horizon elevation measurements are recommended.
Since the star landmark camera essentially gives the same information as the
feature tracking camera, it is worth asking why one would use a star landmark camera
at all. It is thought that the removal of attitude dependency might warrant use of the
star landmark camera. How do the two cameras compare? Figure 5.9 shows how the
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cameras compare throughout the range of altitudes. Also included in Figure 5.9 is a

Altitude (km)

Figure 5.9: Star Landmark vs. Feature Tracking

plot of the star landmark sensor with no misalignment error included in the model.
This plot would simulate a camera capable of capturing both the landmark and the
star in the same image. Naturally, it has better accuracy than the original camera
model; however, it is only significant after the range at which the CEV would have
switched to the star horizon sensor.
At low altitudes (below 130 km, Figure 5.8) the error starts high and then drops
down before resuming the expected behavior for both sensors. This behavior is due
to the lunar gravity perturbations. Currently, Earth gravity models are very accurate
in comparison to lunar models. Not only does Earth have a much more stable gravity
field, but it has also been documented in more detail over the years due to the far
greater number of missions. Typically a gravity model accounting for nonspherical
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parameters up to J4 is sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient for spacecraft in Earth orbit. However, as the few lunar missions have revealed, this same
modeling does not sufficiently account for the true effects in lunar orbit, which are
due to asymmetric mass concentrations.
Therefore, in LinCov, three gravity perturbation states are added to the state
matrix. These states are used to approximate errors as if the CEV were carrying a
9x9 gravity model. Figure 5.10 shows a plot of the position error through a range of
LLO altitudes with the gravity perturbation states turned off in LinCov. These runs
were also done with a 10 second step size for further clarity. In this case, error is
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Figure 5.10: Sensor Performance with No Gravity Perturbations

smallest at the lowest altitude and increases as altitude increases, as expected. The
orbital effect of the gravity perturbations is more pronounced at LLO, which is the
reason for the unexpected behavior at low altitude in Figure 5.8.
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The feature tracking camera measurement is not very accurate at altitudes far
above the surface because the limited resolution of the camera makes the landmarks
difficult to track. The star landmark camera has similar error sources to the feature
tracking camera. It, too, is more accurate at low altitudes. The star horizon camera is the more accurate sensor at higher altitudes because its errors are based on
distinguishing the sub-stellar point, which is easier to distinguish at higher altitudes.

5.4

Sensitivity Analyses

As discussed before, the only fundamental difference between the feature tracking
camera and the star landmark camera is the error sources. The contribution of the
error sources to the overall camera error, and the sensitivity of the position error with
respect to the error sources will be analyzed in this section.

5.4.1

Feature Tracking C a m e r a Error Sources

The apparent advantage of the star landmark camera over the featuring tracking
camera is the lack of attitude dependency because of the use of a scalar measurement.
Figure 5.11 shows the sensitivity of position error to attitude error for the feature
tracking camera during 100 km polar orbits. Attitude error was affected by zeroing
out the components in the Kalman gain matrix corresponding to the attitude states.
Doing this prevents the filter from updating the attitude error. In the runs used for
constructing Figure 5.11, the only sensors turned on were the gyro, star tracker, and
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Attitude Dependency for Featuring Tracking Camera
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Figure 5.11: Feature Tracking Camera Attitude Sensitivity
feature tracking camera. Since the feature tracking camera measurement depends
on spacecraft attitude, a higher error in attitude corresponds to a higher error in
position. The result shows this to be the case.
An error budget can be created for the same 100 km circular polar orbit to show
the individual contributions of error sources. In Figure 5.12, the spacecraft orbited
for three revolutions. For the purposes of illustration, a lighting constraint was added
to the model. In order to simulate conditions where features can only be resolved
on the sunlit side of the Moon, the feature tracking camera was unable to process
measurements for half of the orbit. Because ephemeris files (which contain the positions of all the planets with respect to the Sun) are large and require many more
calculations to calculate actual sunlight conditions, a simplified model is used. The
spacecraft is assumed to be over the dark side of the Moon when the k component of
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Total Error Analysis with Feature Tracking Camera

Total Error Analysis with Feature Tracking Camera

Orbital Periods

Orbital Periods

Figure 5.12: Total Error Budget with Feature Tracking Camera
spacecraft velocity is negative. Thus, for a polar orbit, exactly half of the period is
spent in eclipse.
The position uncertainty quickly deteriorates during eclipse, but quickly drops
once feature tracking camera measurements are again processed. The plot on the right
zooms in on the circled region of the upper plot, during the time when measurements
are processed. Overall, gravity perturbation errors dominate the position error in
eclipse, while camera errors dominate during the observable region. Camera errors
include the errors the sensor introduces to the filter. Attitude errors come from the
error contributions of the startracker and gyro. Based on the values used in the
LinCov simulation, the attitude errors are much smaller than the camera and gravity
perturbation errors.
Figure 5.13 shows a breakdown of all the error sources that make up the "Camera
Errors" in Figure 5.12. Attitude errors do not appear in these results because they
enter in through the gyro and startracker errors only. They do show the relative
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Figure 5.13: Feature Tracking Camera Individual Error Contributions
contributions of the camera error sources. The feature bias and camera noise dominate
the total error contribution, while the bias in azimuth and elevation and the sensor
to body misalignment are less significant.
These error budget findings are important to designers who are trying to optimize
sensor performance.

For example, in the total error budget, camera and gravity

perturbation errors are the largest contributors of overall position error. Therefore,
the most effective way of reducing position error would be to improve the camera
performance or the gravity model. It is not as effective to lower the attitude error
by improving the gyroscope or startracker sensors because they do not contribute as
much to the overall position error. Furthermore, assuming that sensor parameters can
be modified by the designer, the most cost effective way of improving the camera error
would be to improve the feature location information, thus lowering the feature bias.
Lowering measurement noise would have a similar effect for the same reason-feature
bias and measurement noise are the largest contributors of overall camera error and
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would be the most cost effective way of lowering total error.

5.4.2

Star Landmark Camera Error Sources

The star landmark camera avoids attitude errors altogether. However, due to the
limited field of view of the nadir pointing docking camera, a second camera needs to be
used to complete the measurement. Because there are two cameras, a misalignment
between the two enters the filter as a new error source. Figure 5.14 displays the
sensitivity of position error to misalignment error for the star landmark camera,
using the same 100km polar orbit. Just like the attitude error in the feature tracking
camera case, position error increases as misalignment error increases. Figure 5.14 is
Misalignment Dependency for Star Landmark Camera
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Figure 5.14: Star Landmark Misalignment Sensitivity

created by zeroing out values in the Kalman gain matrix corresponding to the star
landmark misalignment states. Since these states would be otherwise estimated by
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the Kalman filter, zeroing the update allows the initial values to remain constant.
A breakdown of error sources is provided in Figure 5.15, for the case with the
gyro, star tracker, and star landmark camera turned on. The result is similar to the
Total Error Analysis with Star Landmark Camera
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Figure 5.15: Star Landmark Camera Error Budget

feature tracking camera error budget of Figure 5.12. The gravity perturbation error
dominates the position error during eclipse, while the camera error dominates during
the observable time. The most significant difference is that gyro and star tracker errors
do not contribute to position error. Since these sensors only update attitude error, and
the star landmark camera does not depend on attitude, they should not affect position
error. Like the feature tracking camera, the results indicate that improving the camera
error and the gravity model are the best ways of reducing position error. Figure 5.16
shows the contributions of only the star landmark camera errors. The breakdown
of error sources follows the feature tracking camera breakdown very closely. Feature
bias and camera noise dominate error, while the others, including camera to camera
misalignment are much smaller. Therefore, the most cost effective way of reducing
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Star Landmark Camera Error Analysis
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Figure 5.16: Star Landmark Camera Individual Error Contributions
overall error would be to improve feature recognition and measurement noise.
However, it is important to remember that this is just a preliminary study of the
differences between sensor measurements. The error values are by no means fixed,
and could be varying depending on the mission type or the final sensor selected to
fly on Orion. Another way to look at the comparison is as follows.

Figure 5.17

superimposes the sensitivity curves of Figues 5.11 and 5.14 on the same plot. In
Figure 5.9, for some portion of the altitude curves, there is no significant difference
between the star landmark and feature tracking camera. Therefore, the combined
sensitivity plot could be used to decide which sensor to use based on sensor accuracies.
For example, if designers knew they could keep attitude error under 0.1 degrees,
and misalignment error under 0.1 degrees (the blue lines), then the feature tracking
camera would be the better choice for the sensor because it corresponds to a lower
position error. 100 km circular polar orbits were used to create the sensitivity curves.
Quick comparisons such as these are a great advantage of using linear covariance
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Figure 5.17: Combined Sensitivities of the Feature Tracking and Star Landmark
Cameras
analysis because preliminary results can be quickly obtained after modifying sensor
or environment parameters.

Chapter 6
Star Occultation
A final measurement type considered for analysis using LinCov is measuring the time
of occultation of a star behind the planetary horizon. A star is said to be occulted at
the instant the limb of the planet blocks it from view. Because this measurement is
fundamentally different from the other sensors, which measure angles in space, it is
included in its own chapter.
Several studies were completed on this topic in the 1960s, including initial work
by Lillestrand to develop the method [22]. Using orbital elements, he derived how
to locate the spacecraft based on six occultation time determinations. Other studies
were done to determine the feasibility of using star occultation as an aid to navigation
in cislunar space [2, 19, 25]. More recent studies have now been done, in light of the
renewed interest to return to the Moon, but these have mostly dealt with cislunar
approach [8, 21, 30, 42]. The method developed here is for use in LLO scenarios and
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uses an eclipse model to determine occupation times.

6.1

Determining The Time of Occultation

Consider Figure 6.1. A star is considered to be infinitely far away so that the light
seen from the Earth or the Moon forms a perfectly cylindrical shadow behind the
planetary body.

Starlight

Ingress Occultation

Figure 6.1: Occultation Geometry when the Moon-star vector is in the orbital plane
of the satellite

The unit vector to the star and the spacecraft form a seperation angle, £,
•T

cos(C) = -*-,
r

(6-1)

where r is the magnitude of the position vector, r. In order to determine occultation
times, a relation is needed between seperation angle and position in the orbit. True
anomaly, u, is chosen and introduced by using the perifocal coordinate system for the
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satellite orbit,
r = xP + yQ = r cos(z/)P + rsin(^)Q,

(6.2)

which is substituted into the previous equation resulting in,
cos(C) = Pi cos(z^) + /?2 sin(i/)

(6.3)

where

fr = £p P2 = ZQ.
From the geometry in Figure 6.2, the following relation can be determined,

Figure 6.2: Side View of Occultation Geometry

cos(C) =

d _

(r2-

R2pfl2

(6.4)

which yields ( at the time of occultation. There will be two solutions, both an ingress
and egress from the planetary shadow. By squaring and equating Equations 6.3 and
6.4 and using the following relation to substitute for position, r,
P
r = 1 + ecosfi/)'

(6.5)
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the shadow function can be determined as a function of u,
S = R2p(l + ecos(i/)) 2 + p2{(31 cos(is) + fo sin(^)) 2 - p2,

(6.6)

where p is semilatus rectum, and Rp, e, p, and j3 are constant. The roots to Equation
6.6 yield the true anomaly at which occultation occurs within a given orbit. The
development of the shadow equation to solve for eclipse times comes from [12, 41, 26].
For a solution method to this equation, see Appendix B.

6.2

Star Occultation Camera Model

The major difficulty of dealing with time of occultation as a measurement is the
fact that time is usually the independent variable in the navigation model. To avoid
this, the measurement can be remodeled into a physical measurement such as a zero
elevation angle or a zero height distance. The elevation angle model used for the star
landmark and star horizon sensors presented in this thesis will not work with a zero
angle measurement because the partial derivative of the measurement with respect to
position contains a divide by zero term. Therefore, the model provided by Psiaki and
Hinks shall be presented here [31]. Instead of processing the time of occultation, the
minimum lunar altitude along the line of sight to the star is used. Minimum altitude
is defined as the difference between the magnitude of the minimum altitude point
position vector and the planet radius. For a perfect measurement with a spherical
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Figure 6.3: Occupation Model Using Minimum Altitude Measurement
planet, this is nominally zero. The model is given as
y = ( r ^ i w ) 1 / 2 -Rp + bh + v,

(6.7)

where bh is the horizon determination bias, and v is measurement noise. rmin is
calculated by projecting the spacecraft position vector on the star unit vector, and
adding the resulting vector {rVL) to the position vector,

r m m = r + ( - i f r)i s .

(6.8)

Further, planet radius will be calculated in the filter based on the horizon vector
determination calculation (shown in reference [47], meaning that the radius is not
constant,

Rp = {vTLrLy\

(6.9)
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The measurement partial derivative with respect to position is given as

or

'drL
' dr

l.,X
mini's

(rL T L r
W2
\ min minJ

(6.10)

The partial derivative with respect to the horizon bias is one.

6.3

Star Occultation Sensitivity Analysis

An error sensitivity budget can be created for the star occultation camera in the same
fashion as the other sensors. Because occultation measurements occur at a specific
time, they cannot be continuously processed like the other sensors. For the following
results, a star catalog using 1604 stars was used for occultation determinations. Figure
6.4 depicts the results of the same 100 km circular polar orbit run with the star
occultation camera as the primary optical sensor. The gyro and star tracker sensors
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Figure 6.4: Star Occultation Camera Error Budget

are also turned on for this simulation, but their errors do not factor into position
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error. Also shown on the plot are the times an occupation measurement is processed.
While it looks dense in the region where measurements are processed, a zoomed
in view of the measurement density is shown at the top of Figure 6.4. The most
dense region depicts consecutive measurements processed every 10 seconds, which
is the simulation step size. There are also many gaps, sometimes consecutive gaps,
where measurements are not processed. The lack of measurements allow the position
uncertainty to deteriorate, which explains why the error is much worse for the star
occultation sensor during the region where measurements are processed.
Figure 6.5 shows the sensitivity of the individual sources of error in the star occultation sensor. Error is dominated by the measurement noise. The previous two figures
Star Occultation Camera Error Analysis

Star Occultation Camera Error Analysis
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Orbital Periods

Figure 6.5: Star Occultation Camera Individual Error Contributions

also have the lighting constraint turned on, so the results are a good match to the
sensitivities of the feature tracking and star landmark cameras. In reality, occultation
measurements can probably be taken throughout the orbit, whether over the dark or
lit side of the Moon. The same run without lighting constraints is depicted in Figure
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6.6. In this case, total error is reduced compared to the 70 km maximum error of the
Total Position Navigation Error (RSS)
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Figure 6.6: Star Occultation Total Position Error with no Lighting Constraint

feature tracking and star landmark cameras. The error follows a periodic trend. On
closer inspection, this behavior corresponds to a section of the sky where occultation
measurements are processed constantly, followed by a section of the sky with more
sporadic occurances. The position error falls and rises accordingly, but hovers around
10 km. It is unreasonable to think that occultations can be continuously processed
as measurements, especially as orbital altitude increases and fewer stars are occulted.
Indeed, Figure 6.7 depicts the TEI sequence with the star occultation camera as the
primary sensor. The measurement frequency is dense at the beginning during the
circular orbit portion prior to TEI-1 and also at the end approaching TEI-3. However, in between, the measurements are very sparse due to the fact that occultations
occur less frequently because the planetary disc is much smaller. The larger error in
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Figure 6.7: TEI Sequence with Star Occultation Camera
both LLO and TEI trajectories suggests that a star occultation sensor alone is not
sufficient as the sole source of optical navigation.
However, as a complement to the feature tracking or star landmark camera, the
star occultation measurement can greatly reduce the overall error the spacecraft will
see. In Figure 6.8, the same 100 km circular polar trajectory is simulated with the
feature tracking camera taking measurements in the daylight and the star occultation
camera taking measurements throughout.

Compared to the error in Figure 5.12,

where no measurements are processed on the dark side of the Moon, the error is
much better. Thus, despite being the least sensitive of the optical sensors, the star
occultation camera can still be useful.
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Figure 6.8: Position Navigation Error with both the Feature Tracking and Star Occultation Camera

Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis uses the method of linear covariance analysis to compare the performance
of several different types of optical cameras for autonomous navigation in lunar orbit.
The feature tracking camera and the star horizon (star elevation) camera models are
developed in previous works. New to this study are the star landmark camera and
the star occultation camera, together with trade studies to determine which sensors
are the best to use in different scenarios.

The star landmark camera essentially

provides the same information as the feature tracking camera, just with different
error sources. Since the feature tracking camera measures azimuth and elevation, it
depends on spacecraft attitude. The star landmark camera processes a scalar angle
for a measurement. Thus, it eliminates the attitude dependency, but introduces a
misalignment error due to its need to use two cameras. Mission designers select the
camera to be used based on whether the attitude or misalignment error is larger. The
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sensitivity of all the cameras depends inversely on altitude above the Moon. The star
horizon camera is better than either of the feature-based cameras at higher altitudes
because it does not have to resolve the features. The substellar point is easier to
determine farther away from the planet. The crossover point between the sensors is
about 3500 km, but that value depends on the values for each error source, which are
by no means final. The final sensor analyzed is the star occultation camera. Even
with a catalog of over 1600 stars, its sensitivity is less than all the other sensors due
to the fact that occultations cannot be processed at the same frequency as the other
measurements.

Nevertheless, its ability to take measurements on any side of the

Moon makes it a useful complement to the feature-based cameras, which will likely
not be able to resolve features in darkness.
Any analysis is only as good as the models used to perform it. One of the most
important considerations not included this work is field of view (FOV) constraints.
Assumptions are made to minimize the impact of this lack of consideration. For example, it is assumed that Orion always points toward nadir, so only features near
nadir are considered. Also, it is assumed two cameras are needed for the star landmark measurement, since the landmark is always near nadir, and the apparent planet
half angle is over seventy degrees for low lunar orbits, bigger than the FOV of most
cameras. However, not all possible complications could be accounted for and more
analysis needs to be performed, perhaps with Monte Carlo methods. The stars are
selected based on which is closest to forty five degrees above the horizon, in any direc-
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tion. Occultation measurements are also permitted in any direction. Most likely, the
camera would be pointed along the downrange component of the spacecraft velocity
and could take measurements only in its field of view, significantly limiting the number of measurements. The nadir-fixed assumption can also be relaxed. Orion has a
requirement of a twenty degree deadband through which the attitude error is allowed
to drift before a controller actuates to correct it. Further work could examine the
changes due to FOV constraints and attitude drift.

Appendix A
Star Horizon Camera Partial
Derivatives
From Equation 3.28, the measurement partials are [47]
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Appendix B
Solution to Shadow Equation
The shadow equation,
S = R2p(l + ecos(i/)) 2 +p2(Pi cos(i/) + /?2 sin(^)) 2 - p2,

(B.l)

is most easily solved by converting all the terms to cosine terms, resulting in a 4th
order equation. Using a =

Rp/p,

S = k\ cos4(z/) + k2 cos3(z/) + /C3 cos2(i^) + ki cos(V) + fcs,
where
h = a V - 2a 2 (/3 2 - /32)e2 + (/32 + j322f
k2=a44e3-Aa2(0l-Pl)e
k3 =a%e2 - 2a2{(322 - f32) - 2a2(l - (322)e2 + 2(f322 - # ) ( 1 - ft) - 4/32/?2
fc4 = a 4 4 e - 4a 2 (1 -

p2)e

k5 = a 4 - 2 a 2 ( l - /32) + (1 - (3D2.
101

102
Solving for the roots of the 4th order equation yields four solutions, two of which are
artifacts of squaring the shadow function. False roots are rejected using

cos(C) = Pi cos(^) + f32 sin(z^),

and the original shadow equation [41].
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